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Rainer Hampp Feb 2007, 2007. Taschenbuch. Book Condition: Neu. 212x149x15 mm. Neuware - It is
rarely questioned that the European Union can be considered a model for other world regions.
Comparable initiatives elsewhere are much less integrated, and up until now less successful, even if
like Mercosur they are based on the European model. Although elements of the democratic rule of
law in the EU are more developed than in all comparable projects and organisations, the model
character of the EU is highly questionable in terms of democratic theory, and we should ask what
scholars concerned with the European Union can learn from similar experiments in other world
regions. Perhaps experience from the Mercosur countries with deliberative citizen democracy at the
local level, the double perspective of the still ongoing transition from a 'nominalistic' to a
'normative' constitutional regime within nation states, and the simultaneous continental networking of law, economics, and policy could also be instructive for the current EU with its new
problems in the realm of democracy and rights. Transcontinen-tal social capital can only build-up
if the learning processes are opened in both directions. The individual contributions to this volume
move between the poles 'effectiveness' and 'democracy'. It...
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Reviews
The book is great and fantastic. it had been writtern extremely perfectly and valuable. I am very happy to let you know that here is the finest pdf i have
read through within my own life and can be he very best book for actually.
-- Miss Rossie Fa y
This pdf will be worth buying. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am easily can get a enjoyment of reading through a
published book.
-- Pa ul Ankunding
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